
Review of Advancements in Human Tissue Regeneration
“Review of BCM Commercialization process for Human Tissue Regeneration”

Subject: Commercialization of BCM Industries Regenerative Medicine and Human Tissue and 
Replacement Capabilities.

Task Description: To professionally review and thoroughly inspect the ability of the BCM Industries 
technologies and processes to reproduce patient tissue specific tissues from patient donated cells.  
Also, to access the potential viability for high volume reliable and repeatable manufacturing of these 
BCM regenerative product lines. 

Examiner and Investigator: You are requested to be the Examiner.

Event and Data: Request attendance at a private presentation, process demonstration and detailed 
examination in fulfillment of the above task description.

Data Provided and Access Process: Prior to attendance, you will be provided full and complete access
to relevant data on the BCM technologies, processes, procedures, staffing, BCM Business Plan and 
other information. Some of this data is available at the BCM website and other data will be provided 
under a privacy agreement. Prior to and during the examination meeting.

Review and Inspection Process: Both the Senior Vice President, Regenerative Medicine and Chief 
Scientist, Regenerative Medicine will provided briefings and hands-on presentations of the BCM 
technologies. Also, you will inspect various proprietary processes required to create scaffolds and 
matrix for human tissue growth using BCM process, and the expansion of the BCM technologies and 
the evolving proprietary science into new BCM tissue specific cell growth focused Scaffold Matrix 
structures.

Presentation and Demonstration of Capabilities: During the visit to the BCM facility, you will be 
presented with and have access to all available: Company data, assets, existing and planned facilities,
technologies, utilized and planned processes, in-progress tissue growth, process samples. 

Conclusions and Observations:
The Company believes your visit will establish these conclusions:

1] BCM Industries has absolutely bound together many technologies and processes to successfully 
and repeatedly deliver “patient specific” human regenerative and replacement specific tissues. In the 
area of skin healing, they have proven these technologies and processes can deliver extremely 
successful regeneration replacement without patient rejection. Furthermore, these regenerative 
healing processes are fully repeatable at commercial growth and delivery rates. 

2] Addressing the transition of the BCM technologies and processes from the fully proven skin 
production program, is in progress for the human liver. Because there are no known technical or 
process variations from those used in the successful skin program; all logic and reason, to date 
indicates the BCM processes and programs to expand their capabilities into other human, soft tissue 
organs, will be highly successful.

3] The BCM technologies and processes were initially designed and have been carefully matured 
using the focus and design criteria that the ultimate processes must be smoothly transportable to other
human soft tissues. This examination established BCM is accomplishing that mission. It remains to be 
proven for each of the many human soft tissue, but to date, it is highly likely BCM has the ability to 
completely fulfill this mission expansion plan for many types of human tissues.



4] BCM is moving toward expansion of their technologies and processes to address human cartilage 
regeneration and replacement. They first plan to address ears, nose and cosmetic regeneration 
healing. The evaluation meeting did not address this future market or the Company’s schedule for 
pursuit of cartilage regeneration healing. However, the healing approach, technologies, processes and
the BCM team clearly have the assets and skills to be successful in the regeneration of many human 
organs and some level of cartilage healing and replacement.

Review of Plans and Growth Issues: The first wave of BCM Industry organs being produced for high 
volume delivery of patient healing includes: skin, livers, lungs and kidneys. BCM is also preparing to 
address the replacement of Beta tissues in the Pancreas to possibly begin the reversal of Type I 
Diabetes. Other BCM mass deliverable human tissue healing and disease addressing products are 
also being moved toward similar repetitive commercial growth and delivery.

There are issues and hurdles that must be addressed in the successful fulfillment of each of these 
mission objectives. However, based upon the results of the open and honest review, inspections and 
associated observations; it is apparent that these feasibility issues and challenges are solvable by the 
BCM team, with few, if any, changes in the technology and processes they are now employing to 
deliver skin and to soon deliver liver organ tissues and live organ segments.

One of the reasons this soft tissue healing expansion should be rapid and successful is that the 
approach includes BCM created incubator organ knowledge replacement cell (ORK Cell™) proprietary
technologies and processes. These organ knowledge cells are completely embedded with all the 
specific knowledge as to the tasks and functions that a specific cell is to perform within a human organ
or tissue replacement segment. 

This is a major accomplishment in the advancement of replacement tissue healing. This unique 
knowledge of process and technology is one of the key elements to BCM’s rise to leadership in the 
Regenerative Medicine industry. 

To learn more and to arrange for your attendance at a private, invitation only, BCM Regenerative 
Medicine human organ replacement presentation and a live organ growth demonstration, contact 
Rogier or Scott.

Rogier Fentener van Vlissingen
Senior Vice President, 
Developing Markets, NA, EU and Africa
Phone:  1-718-409-0293
Email: RogierV@BCMIndustries.com

Scott Blow, JD/MBA
Senior Vice President, 
Developing Markets, North/South America and Pacific
Phone: 1-732-757-5500
Email: ScottB@BCMIndustries.com

We welcome the opportunity to present BCM leadership in Regenerative Medicine organ healing for 
all; and thank you for your attention to this offer. 
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